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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Second Amendment action by the SCOTUS expected soon. 4 
According to Tom Fitton, "most expect the Court to EXPAND 5 
SECOND AMENDMENT PROTECTIONS."1  6 
Meanwhile, five GOPers voted with all House Demoncrats to pass 7 
a National Red Flag Law: Fitzpatrick (PA), Gonzales (OH), Jacobs 8 
(NY), Kinzinger (IL) and Upton (MI).2 9 
In a six three decision, the Court ruled to allow PA elections to 10 
count undated ballots.3 What are rules for? Even Alito reasoned the 11 
injunction was likely wrong, but wanted to look closer at the case 12 
before ruling on it. At the very least, these ballots should be verified 13 
as coming from a legitimate voter, and then these voters should be 14 
approached to verify they actually voted. In other words, someone 15 
goes to their home with the envelope, asks if the person voted, 16 
hand them a new envelope, ask them to remove the ballot, verify it 17 
is theirs, place it in the new envelope, sign and DATE — back 18 
dated to the date it was received or sent, and the date it was 19 
corrected — something like that. THE SACRED RIGHT TO 20 
VOTE IS THAT IMPORTANT! 21 
Have you noticed these four things? First, Biden has said nothing 22 
about the assassination attempt on Kavanaugh—and murder of his 23 
entire family. Second, Pelosi blocked bill to increase security for the 24 

                                     
1 Tweet: June 10, 2022 — Tom Fitton: "UPDATE: Supreme Court to soon issue gun rights decision. Most expect the Court to expand 
Second Amendment protections...." 
2 Tweet: June 9, 2022 — Matt Gaetz, Five "Republicans" voted with all House Democrats to pass a National Red Flag Law" 
3 https://conservativebrief.com/court-9-63643/ 
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SCOTUS Justices—when a reporter shouted a question about this 25 
decision she shot back: "Nobody is in danger."4 Oh, really! No left-26 
wing-nut went armed to Kavanaugh's home by Taxi, at 1:00 am, 27 
with the intent to assassinate him and murder his family and then 28 
suicide himself—he was armed with a Glock pistol, a knife, zip ties, 29 
pepper spray, and duct tape—with tools he intended to use for the 30 
break-in5—and Pelosi is refusing to acknowledge the Justices are 31 
being threatened saying, "nobody is in danger," and refuses to 32 
move forward with a bill intended to increase security. 33 
Third, did you notice that this follows in the wake of Schumer 34 
angrily shouting, [INSERT CLIP-15 seconds] "I want to tell you, 35 
Gorsuch, I want to tell you, Kavanaugh, you have released the 36 
whirlwind and you will PAY THE PRICE. You won't know what 37 
hit you…END CLIP] "if you go forward with these awful 38 
decisions." — did you ask, why signal out Gorsuch and 39 
Kavanaugh? Why not Alito, or Thomas, or Barrett? Interesting! 40 
Yeah, a Senator targeted two Justices, by name, and 41 
THREATENED them if they voted in disagreement with 42 
Schumer's opinion about murdering babies in the wombs of their 43 
mothers. An assassination attempt was made on one of Schumer's 44 
targets. 45 
Fourth, did you notice that WITCH Liz Chenney, leading the third 46 
Trump impeachment effort, aka, the J6 Hearings, pull her Shifty-47 
Schiff move on Trump? She read a Trump quote intended to 48 
implicate him for leading an "insurrection" but omitting that part 49 
of the quote that totally exonerates him, and the WITCH of J6 did 50 
this knowingly, fitting they should choose a WItCH to lead their 51 
WITCH TRIAL—as they continue to use the Constitution like 52 
their personal toilet paper—you've seen those rolls with the face of 53 
Biden, or Pelosi printed on them—I would not be surprised if these 54 

                                     
4 https://metrovoicenews.com/pelosi-blocks-bill-to-protect-supreme-court-justices/ 
5 https://www.foxnews.com/politics/california-man-threat-kill-justice-kavanaugh-charged-attempted-murder 
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people secretly stock toilet tissue with the Constitution printed on 55 
it—yes, they hate America that much, they hate the Constitution, 56 
and they especially hate our Bill of RIGHTS and the PATRIOTS 57 
that stand in their way of destroying this REPUBLIC UNDER 58 
GOD. 59 
Every day, they trample the rights of Americans, and their phony 60 
J6 charade is actually a portrait. See it, Pelosi, Schumer, Witch Liz, 61 
their visage grim with an ironic sneer, and their Jack Boots 62 
pressing the neck of Uncle Sam, the PEOPLE, who dared to 63 
exercised their right to redress their grievance by protesting a 64 
stolen election— 65 
But don't get them wrong! They are not against destroying public 66 
or private property, attacking police officers and murdering 67 
innocent citizens, throwing Molotov Cocktails into patrol cars 68 
while they watch approvingly sipping theirs. 69 
That is, when it's their own "Storm Troopers," BLM/ANTIFA 70 
thugs, wrecking and destroying with the nonchalance of Mayhem, 71 
that's okay because they are exercising their freedom to PROTEST, 72 
but let patriots express their opinions publicly in a truly "mostly 73 
peaceful protest" they harass and round up Trump supporters for 74 
political persecution. 75 
Without bothering to differentiate between those in that protest 76 
who were genuine Patriots PEACEFULLY PROTESTING, and 77 
those bad actors, ANTIFA, some BLM, some CIA operatives, and 78 
who knows how many FBI plants — when Cruz asked the 79 
Executive Assistant Director of the FBI's Counterterrorism 80 
Division of National Security, Jill Sanborn, "How many FBI agents 81 
or confidential informants actively participated in the events of 82 
Jan. 6" she, some question which pronoun is appropriate, said, "I 83 
can't go into the specifics of sources and methods." 84 
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Cruz pressed: "Did any FBI agents or confidential informants 85 
actively participate in the events of Jan. 6, yes or no?" She 86 
responded: "I can't answer that." — She should be held in contempt 87 
of Congress and fired—THE PEOPLE REALLY DO HAVE A 88 
RIGHT TO KNOW THAT INFORMATION. 89 
But we all know she DID answer — there were FBI agents present 90 
in the J6 event intentionally agitating the crowd into a mob — and 91 
when Cruz asked, "Did any FBI agents or confidential informants 92 
commit crimes of violence on Jan. 6?" and this "public servant" [of 93 
the DEEP STATE] said "I can't answer that," she answered that, 94 
and she answered it tacitly YES. 95 
Cruz pressed her for information about Ray Epps, seen in videos 96 
encouraging people to enter the Capitol, whose face was on the 97 
FBIs most wanted poster, identified as SUSPECT No. 16, who 98 
SUDDENLY, and WITHOUT EXPLANATION disappeared from 99 
that list … and Jill, the Wray appointed Executive Assistant 100 
Director of THE COUNTERTERRORISM DIVISION OF National 101 
Security, balked—Cruz asked: "who is Ray Epps?" She became 102 
agitated, and said "I am aware of the individual, sir, I uh, I don't 103 
have the specific background to him [awkward fumbling of words 104 
and phrasing indicates LYING is going down]   105 
Who is Ray Epps: something that should appear on cups and T-106 
shirts and MEMES, and on banners dragged across the sky behind 107 
bi-winged airplanes — something that should scrawl across TV 108 
crawls, the Chyrons ('KIrawns), on bill boards and scratched out in 109 
graffiti on every public building—well, okay, that's going too far; 110 
but you get my point — indeed, Who is Ray Epps?  111 
It is truly a major mystery since, A. we have video of the guy 112 
agitating protestors into a mob, B. he was number 16 on the FBI's 113 
J-6 MOST wanted suspects poster for some weeks, C. someone can 114 
be heard in the crowd outing him as an FBI plant, D. he suddenly 115 
disappeared from the wanted list, awkwardly, so it read 1-15, and 116 
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skipped to 17 to continue — and E. the Executive Director of the 117 
division responsible for creating this list, overseeing the 118 
management of processing the suspects, responsible for the 119 
incarceration of hundreds of peaceful J6 protestors, accused of 120 
trying to "influence" the deliberations of the CONGRESS —  121 
Which, by the way, IS WITHIN THE RIGHTS OF THE 122 
AMERICAN PEOPLE — but, protesting a Supreme Court Justice, 123 
at his home, threatening violence, to influence a decision of the 124 
court, which is, as a matter fact expressly FORBIDDEN by LAW, 125 
but which nonetheless was encouraged and I would say called for 126 
by leadership on the left —  127 
With Schumer literally TARGETING by name CORSUCH AND 128 
KANAVAUGH and threatening serious reprisals against them, 129 
and this while a nefarious leftist Twitter user calls on his fellow 130 
lefties to contemplate killing Justices to protect a mothers right to 131 
feed their unborn babies to Moloch —  132 
Calling to mind the plaintive cries of Jeremiah mourning the 133 
practice of some wicked women of Judah who would "eat their 134 
fruit, and children of a span long," [a span is about 9 inches, 135 
distance from thumb to baby finger when extended—the average 136 
length of a full term baby is about 19-20 inches—world's smallest 137 
premature baby to survive was 9 inches—she weighed in at about 138 
the weight of an apple, and like an apple, some wicked women in 139 
Judah would eat their children of a span long—the fetus is about 9 140 
inches at between 18-19 weeks—the prophet Jeremiah called them 141 
CHILDREN—and referred to himself in the womb as a CHILD at 142 
conception] Jeremiah wailed in lament: the women boiled the flesh 143 
of their own sons and daughters — don't tell me this is "far 144 
fetched," I saw the posters carried by Pro-Aborts responding to the 145 
now infamous leaked Court draft that read, FETUS=GOOD 146 
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SNACK.6 Our public schools are creating heartless monsters with 147 
seared conscience and perverted sensibilities. 148 
But, back to the question — who is Ray Epps? Perhaps a better 149 
question deserving of even more exposure is, HOW IS IT 150 
POSSIBLE THE Executive Director over COUNTERTERRORISM 151 
DIVISION of National Security would NOT KNOW anything 152 
more about Ray Epps beyond name recognition?  153 
But he was there agitating the protestors into mob behavior, and 154 
that failing, calling on them to enter the Capitol, with some sort of 155 
collusion in play since about that time, Capitol police came 156 
forward to wave in and welcome protestors into the Capitol, and 157 
we have video proving the fact that most of these people were 158 
peacefully protesting, and proof that the few who did engage in 159 
unlawful behavior were agitated by ANTIFA thugs and some 160 
corrupt FBI plants — when will we have enough of this and 161 
DEMAND the vote be returned to the PEOPLE so the PEOPLE can 162 
lawfully, and in a decent and orderly manner GET RID OF THESE 163 
USURPERS WHO have taken this nation under GOD and the 164 
SPIRIT of His CHRIST into service to their god, Satan, and the 165 
spirit of antichrist?  166 
So, do you hear the screaming silence of Biden saying it's okay to 167 
kill a Justice? Do you hear the screaming threats of Schumer tacitly 168 
calling — talk about "dog whistle" — I understand now. These 169 
people use the technique of "dog whistle" — sending cues to trigger 170 
certain behavior — and while there are a great many things these 171 
belly serving evil beasts are trying to do with their J6 effort to take 172 
scalpels of lies and distortions to dissect freedom and justice in its 173 
infancy and sacrifice it to their gods, and feed themselves, sate their 174 
foul appetite for power to oppress, to glut to the fill of their gut the 175 
souls of men—it's not enough for these fiends to feast on your 176 

                                     
6 https://www.theblaze.com/news/fetus-good-snack-pro-abortion. (Accessed 6/10/22) 
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flesh, to control your body, to own you like slaves — THEY MUST 177 
MAKE MERCHANDISE OF YOUR SOUL — Orwell warned us, 178 
they will not be content that you surrender to their demand that 179 
you confess 2+2=5, you must BELIEVE it to be TRUE because they 180 
said it was true. It will never be enough that you comply with 181 
demands to use the pronouns demanded — they will not be sated 182 
till you bend and twist your mind beyond compliance—you must 183 
believe in gender fluidity, and it's not enough that you wear your 184 
mask so long as underneath that mask you curse them for their 185 
oppression—they will have you masked and like it — poor and like 186 
it — they will never be content to own only your body, they will 187 
not rest until they own your soul. 188 
And whosever soul they cannot own, they will destroy! 189 
Let's wrap the first segment: how many of you know that while it's 190 
true this J6 charade is a diversion from how badly Biden is doing, 191 
it's much more than that. It's part of what Biden and his crooked 192 
friends ARE doing! They are destroying America—and America 193 
sees it. And it goes back farther—when "they" were stirring us all 194 
up over 9/11 and used the terror of terrorism to seduce us into a 195 
lull of good sense, and we let them put all these "Patriot Act" 196 
measures into place with promises those provisions would never be 197 
used on Americans—right now they are transitioning all of those 198 
measures into use to control their trumped up fears about 199 
"domestic terrorism," and they are trying their best to establish a 200 
general idea that white Christian conservatives are the greatest 201 
threat to this country. Well, I'll tell you this, CHRISTIAN 202 
CONSERVATIVES of every skin tone ARE IN FACT a serious 203 
threat to their agenda—and in fact—the ONLY thing that remains 204 
in their way to total DOMINION. So, hey, CHRISTIAN 205 
WARRIORS who war IN THE SPIRIT and not against FLESH 206 
AND BLOOD — you come to the Lighthouse and get the training 207 
you need in spiritual warfare to take down the satanic strongholds 208 
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keeping the VOTE of the American people hostage to satan — hold 209 
on through the break; I'll be right back! 210 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 211 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 212 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 213 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 214 
liberty. 215 
Responding to the recent assassination attempt on Kavanaugh, a 216 
faithful listener to the Brain Massage® show called in this 217 
interesting comment: 218 
Insight from listener: From Larry Keast: 219 
When Booth shot Lincoln he knew that Lincoln’s vice president, 220 
Andrew Johnson, was a Democrat and hoped by killing Lincoln he 221 
would get policies changed favorable to the Southern states and 222 
against the interests of black Americans. Lincoln had, as I'm sure 223 
you know, put troops in the South to make sure the blacks were 224 
not treated badly or wronged by the Southern slavers—and, by the 225 
way, not even most of the South practiced slavery by the time the 226 
so-called Civil War was fought. Lincoln had other policies that he 227 
planned would help the blacks integrate into freedom. When the 228 
would be assassin, Roske, drove from California to Washington 229 
D.C., he knew that if he killed Kavenaugh the balance of the court 230 
would be changed in favor of the baby killers. The first event, the 231 
assassination of Lincoln, had a major impact on history because 232 
indeed, the DEMOCRAT got into the White House and derailed 233 
Lincoln's efforts to facilitate a safe and secure passage for the slaves 234 
into freedom. If Roske had succeeded, Biden would appoint the 235 
replacement, the spineless Republicans would have gone along 236 
with it, and any hope would be gone that the egregious spilling of 237 
INNOCENT BLOOD through legalize abortion would stop.  238 
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I think the DEMONCRATS, in their leadership, are actually that 239 
corrupt — so corrupt they would attempt to Nortonize their 240 
agitated, murderous followers into just these sorts of actions. 241 
Remember the last episode of Agatha Christie's Poirot — how 242 
Stephen Norton was cleverly, subtly, manipulating one after 243 
another of the characters in that episode to commit murders on his 244 
behalf—I think the Devils controlling the upper levels of the 245 
Demoncrat Party, along with their devil-inspired Deep State 246 
operatives, are adept at the Norton-suggestion-formula. Poirot's 247 
solution is not the answer—for such vengeance belongs to GOD 248 
and I think we are best served if we leave that to HIM. 249 
But I am convinced now, after looking at this deeply for a few years 250 
now, I am convinced these people are attempting to draw the 251 
conservatives into illegal actions that will justify them declaring 252 
martial law and escalating the civil turmoil until they "must" call in 253 
the CCP and the RAF to "police" our broken Republic. RAF refers 254 
to the Russian Armed Forces— 255 
From the Health Ranger Report, on Brighteon — "Academic 256 
researcher and author JR Nyquist has conducted a bombshell 257 
interview with "Mr. Wang" from LUDE Media -- the same group 258 
that acquired a secret audio recording from high-level CCP / PLA 259 
military leaders in Southern China -- that reveals China and Russia 260 
are teaming up to eliminate the United States and occupy North 261 
America." Mr. Wang, is Wang DingGang Lude, he founded a 262 
Chinese media group called Lude Media — with the pervasive 263 
presence of CCP everywhere protecting CCP from exposure to the 264 
general public through media, it is surprising Mr. Lude, or as he is 265 
called here, Mr. Wang, is able to function. I understand, from 266 
here,7 that Mr. Lude is noted to be a whistleblower, and desires to 267 
get the truth about CCP actions to the world. Here is the mission 268 
statement of LUDE Media: "These channels aim to create an 269 

                                     
7 https://en.everybodywiki.com/Lude_Media 
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independent news platform that can disseminate the truth about 270 
the CCP. In addition, Lude's channels fully implemented the 271 
concept of truthfulness in media, which has made more people 272 
believe and participate in the Whistleblower's movement to 273 
comprehensive the aim of making China be a freedom, liberty and 274 
rule-of-law country." 275 
Okay, let's take it from here. Perhaps Mr. Lude does not identify 276 
his country of operation is obvious. 277 
So, LUDE gets a copy of this conversation between CCP military 278 
leaders on the topic of plans to coordinate with Russia an attack 279 
America. 280 
"From the summary of that interview: 'China and Russia will 281 
launch a full-scale war against the United States. The Russian and 282 
Chinese fleets will be united – not in the same ocean – but by 283 
attacking the same continent, North America. The Russians will 284 
attack through the Arctic, the Chinese through the Pacific.'" Let's 285 
take a look at this. 286 
We have known for some time that CCP is gearing up for war with 287 
the US. Now, allegedly, a 56-minute recording of CCP military 288 
discussing plans to attack the US came into the possession of 289 
LUDE media.8 Here is what was reported from the interview that 290 
took place between Nyquist and Wang: 291 
The take aways from this interview: Wang reveals: 292 
1. The CCP is financing Russia's war with Ukraine. We know that 293 
India is buying heavily into Russian oil, rebranding it, and selling it 294 
to European countries who are pretending to boycott Russia re 295 
Ukraine. 296 
2. Russia's "best forces" are not being used in Ukraine. Their BEST 297 
forces are deployed in the "far east" being prepared for action 298 

                                     
8 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h6LT5y5YaSo 
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against the US. This invasion is coming in from THE NORTH — 299 
Alaska and Canada! 300 
3. Ukraine is losing to Russia??? [I've told you that BIDEN is NOT 301 
SERIOUS about helping Ukraine.] 302 
4. CCP used the lockdowns to "mask" deployment of mobile 303 
ICBMs and other weapons. The clearing of streets has been 304 
covered by efforts to control the spread of the virus, and equipment 305 
has been hidden by camo, they disguised them as COVID convoys.  306 
5. LUDE media reports that CCP will attempt to use nuclear 307 
blackmail and threats of unrestricted warfare (chemical warfare) to 308 
collapse the US, and have America dropped into their power by 309 
our weak and feckless political elites; while simultaneously forcing 310 
Taiwan, Japan and S. Korea into their power. 311 
6. If that does not work, if the US resists, and if the US interferes 312 
with their moves on Taiwan, etc., CCP and RAF will combine 313 
forces and attack the US. 314 
7. The Russians will attack from the NORTH, through the Arctic, 315 
and the CCP will attack from the Pacific. 316 
8. However, there are some other confounders that we need to be 317 
aware of. The "freedom" movement in China is strong, and gaining 318 
strength among the people. LUDE media has many contacts with 319 
these people operating under the radar to bring down the 320 
Communist Party in China, or the CCP. The CCP has declared war 321 
against the West, the anticommunists in China have declared a 322 
People's war against the CCP. 323 
The leaders of this resistance want our leaders here, the ones they 324 
can trust, they want us to know that we MUST WARN 325 
AMERICANS ABOUT THE CHINA-RUSSIA ALLIANCE, THAT 326 
THERE CAN BE NO NEGOTIATING WITH MOSCOW 327 
AND/OR BEIJING, THAT WE MUST NOT ABANDON OUR 328 
ALLIES IN ASIA— Taiwan, Japan, S. Korea. 329 
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If what I say next provokes anyone to think I'm crowing, it's really 330 
okay! I learned some years ago that such people are Satan's little 331 
pests appointed to harass and — anyone who listens to those sorts 332 
of people really don't need to concern themselves — I honestly do 333 
not care what you think about me, or what you think you know 334 
about my motives. 335 
The FACT is, back even before 9/11, I predicted all of this. The 336 
prediction was not presented as some sort of prophecy—but I 337 
preached a set of messages out of Jeremiah calling on American 338 
Christians to wake up, because if we continued down the path we 339 
were on, it would lead to DIVINE JUDGMENT expressed upon 340 
this country from the NORTH, that it would come down on us by 341 
the hand of China and Russia — that they would collude together 342 
with Iran—that these three ribs in the mouth of the bear would rise 343 
up to raven the earth—and that the only power present to stop 344 
them was a HOLY CHURCH—and not that profane blasphemous 345 
Roman Catholic institution astride the scarlet beast of Revelation 346 
17 and called the whore of Babylon in 13, not the many deluded by 347 
that system, who are called by the SPIRIT COME OUT OF HER 348 
MY PEOPLE, but the paganized quasi-Christian-system itself, 349 
under the DAGON worshipping COBRA staged Pope, with that 350 
chalice filled with the blood of martyrs, and lips red with the blood 351 
of infants, and heart stained with a corrupt lust of the pedophile 352 
and fornication; NO! 353 
I'm talking about CHRIST'S TRUE CHURCH — the pillar and 354 
ground of the TRUTH, to which is given the KEYS of the 355 
KINGDOM and the POWER OF THE SPIRIT OF CHRIST, the 356 
only power on earth that can withstand this present flood of the 357 
enemy of Christ, the spirit of ANTICHRIST. 358 
So, come to the LIGHTHOUSE this Sunday and let's STAND 359 
against these wiles of Satan, and assault his strongholds in 360 
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America—come STAND with CHRIST and HIS TRUTH against 361 
the DEVIL and his LIES. 362 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 363 
know if you see them.  364 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 365 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 366 
email. 367 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 368 
805.314.2114. 369 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 370 


